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ABSTRACT
Considering the transition from the nl 'level in an hydrogen like atom to the n'1'
level induced by fast charged particles of mass M, charge z and energy E, when
(M/µ) (AE/E) << 1, with ^L the electronic charge and AE the excitation energy, the
excitation cross section can be written as
QBB (nl , n ' l ') _ (Mz./f-LZ)2 E- ' LA(nl, n'1') 1nE+ g(n.1, n'l')1,
where Z is the nuclear charge, and A(nl, nl') and B(nl, n'1 1 ) are some con-
stants. In this paper an analytic expression for A(n1, n'1') and B(nl, n'1') is
found. These coefficients after being averaged with respect to 1 and summed
with respect to 1' are given numer, ically for n = 1- 9 and a range of n' from
n + 1 to 20. Also the Born cross sections QB (n, n') for many transitions are
'	 given. Because of the shortage of space, cross sections not for all but for some
transitions between different azimuthal quantum numbers are given here. Marked
disagreement with some of the data of the previous authors is found.
1
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Some of the results obtained can also be used with moderate accuracy for
bound bound transitions in hydrogen like ions.
FORMULATION
A review on the collision induced bound bound transitions is given by
Moiseiwitsch and Smith (1968). The total excitation cross section in the Born
approximation when an atom collides with a projectile of charge ae and mass M
is given by Bethe, 2
2	 1 k2
	
QB (1, 0 _ 87r2	 Z	 ! <f ( e14 -' 11> 1 2 dq	 (1)
	
ap ki	 .41 _k2
with ki and k2 the propagation vectors of the projectile before and after the
collision, given in atomic units, I i> and I f> the initial and final states of the
atom, µ the electronic mass, and a o
 the Bohr radius. q is the momentum
transfered by the projectile. By taking Hi = 1, ki , and k2
 will be given through
the conservation of energy by
k i 
- k2 =M M (Ef - El),	 (2)
with E
.
	 Ef the initial and final energy of the atom in rydbergs. Similarly k i
and k 2 are given numerically in rydbergs.
From the computational point of view it will be easier to evaluate the tran-
sition matrix using for I ,i > and I f > a set given in the parabolic coordinates,
and then to find by a transformation the transition matrix when the initial and
final states are given in the spherical coordinates. For a state specified by the 
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am+3/2	 [nl ! n2 ! ] 1/2 exp P 2^ (e +'^)^
=	 ( a rt/2 mmm^ l 	x	 Lm +m (a^)V n
	
[ (n i+ m) i (n2 + m) ) V2	 1
x Lm
 +m 
(a -q) eim , a = n a
0
Here n and m are the principal, and the absolute value of the magnetic, quantum
numbers, ni and n2 = n - 1 - m-mare the Stark levels quantum numbers. Z is the
nuclear charge.
For evaluation of <f I exp (I q - r) I .i > we take the z-axis of the coordinate
system along q , then the matrix vanishes unless I ,i> and I f> have the same
magnetic quantum numbers. With the help of (3) evaluation of the matrix is
simple algebra. Without giving the details wp find that
n l	 ni	 n2	 n2
<n'mniI elq,r Immn i > =C
	 L L (-2a)"i +v2 (-2a, )v$+v2
v i -0 v1 0 v 2 :0 v2-0
x 
(n j ) (n,) ( n2 ( n2l) 
x 
(m + v1 + v l) ► 	 (m + v2 + V2#)!
V i	 vi	 v2	 v2	 (m + v,! ) ► (m,+ vi) ► x (m + v2) ► (m + v2)
[(2m + 2 + vi + vi + v2 + v2) (a. + a') -. (v2 - v l + v2 - vi) q]X	 ,
(a + a , 	 q), +2 +v1 +v,# (a + a ' + 1 qy"+2+v2+v2
C _ (4 a a')m + 2 (n1 + m)! x (n2 + m)! x (n,' + m)! r (n2 + m) 
1/2	
(4)r,	 r	 r	 ^r	 1r4 ^	 ni.	 n2.	 ni.	 n2.
The state I nml> with n and m defined before, and 1 the azimuthal quantum





















where <mmni I nml>are elements of the transformation matrix. A recursion
relation for these elements and their numerical values for n = 1 to 5 and all the
possible values of m are given by Omidvar.4
 Consequently Barut and Kleinert,s
and Hughes6
 have shown independently that these elements are related to the
vector coupling coefficients through
(n - 1)/2
	 (n - 1)/2
	
1
<mmn i Inml> _ (-)"' 2^
	
	 P(6)
(m - nl + n2)/2 (m + ni - n2)/2 -m )
where the bracket on the right hand side is Wigner's 3j symbol. We then have
that
<n' ml' I elq 
.r 
I nml> _	 <n'm ni I n' ml'>
n i' n 
	
x <mmni I nml> <n' mni I e'Q , r I mmni> .	 (7)
Substitution of (4) into (7), and (7) into (1), and an integration with respect to q
will give QB (nl, n'1').
To carry out the integration with respect to q we need the°squared modulus
of the transition matrix in spherical coordinates. Let us write (4) in the form
i	 X1(a+a' +iq) +X2(a+a' -1q)
<nmni ^ e q ' ^ mm^i^ = C ^ r(y) x	 X1+ 1 	 i	 ($)







where y stands for V i V,V2 7.'2, and
V +v
	
+vv^^	 ni ni 	 2








(m + Vi '^ V ) I	 (m + V2 V2)1
X	 X
Cm * Vi)! Cm + V1)! Cm + V2)! Cm + V2)^
	
m +1 +v i +v1,	 /\2 =m+1 +V2+V2'*	 (0)
Then abbreviating <mmni jnml > and <n' mni jn' mI'> by aln and a,', n , we have1	 1
<n'MI , le"" I nml>12 = T
nlnln"n"
X cc" 
	 G(y) G(-I") Re { }
aln aln" al' o n' al "n"'1	 1	 1	 1
}r C^i (a +a' +I0+ 1 '2 (afa' -iq)] L^^(a^ a' - i q) + X2 Ca * a' +iq)] (10)
(a+ a - lq)	 (a+a +lq)
It is clear from this equation that R,, ( } contains only even powers of q.
The integral in (1) corresponds to an integration over R,, ( } q -3. This integra-
tion can be done by elementary means. The final expression becomes particu-
larly simple at the limit of high k i where by (2) we can write
ki 
- 
k2 ti 2 AE	 k,,	 i + k2 - 2ki , k2 >> 1,	 (11)
i
with AE - EF -. F. the excitation energy. In this way we find the cross section in
the Born-Bethe approximation, valid when (M /µ ) (A E /ki ) >> 1





kiere A(n 1, n' 1') and B(ni , n'1') A ke constant parameters independent of
both the incident energy k i and the nuclear charge Z. They are given by
A(n1, n' 1') =	
"in '91n1 01'n $ A,l'n ,, A(nninl ► n'n $ till),	 (13)
nlniunffnl'




A(nni n", n'nln)	 (2 - SM,0) 
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(n + n') 2	 till	 n2•	 1!	 2!
and N" is obtained from N by replacing ni and ni by ni and n respectively.






HO	 - 2n' vi
v2
 x - 2n 1 +"2 (n l\ n^ (n2 n2
n n'	 n + n'	 v1)^Vl U2 u2
X
(M + Vl + "i) ^	 x	 ( + y2 + y2)'
(M + v l)1 (ni+U,')1 (M + y,2)r (M+ v2)I	 (18)
and a similar expression for H(y'). Similarly, the three value:s of D(yy", 8), T,
and crp are given by
D(-1-1„ , 0) - a1 2 , D(^'^' a 1) 2 [^ 1(^1 - X2) -'\2 ('\i _ /\2) ] ,
D(-1-1 # , 2) = — (Xl — /Y (\i — t\2), coo = iL + (/\l —1\2) - (Xi — X2)1
T X, + X2 + 2, i. f XI - X2 >_ Xi .. X2
	 (19)




S(1, i t j) _	 r	
^, ,l r	
(24)L
i r _ !	 1
It should be noted that A(,anl, n'1') is related to the optical oscillator strength,
and it vanishes unless I ' = 1 ± 1. Although a simpler expression can be given for
it, but this will not be done here.
It is easy to see from (13) and (14) that similar to (12) the cross section
between the Stark levels is given by
QBB(n nl, n 'nl) = C(Mz)/()uZ kl)J 2 [A(nnl , n'ni) In (k l /Z)2 + B('nnl , n'nl)] x (nag)
(21)
7
where (Cf. Eqs. (15) and (16))
A(nnl , n'n') = A(nnln l , n'n'n), B(nn l , n'n') B(nn ln l , n'n'n)	 (22)
Finally for cross suctions between principal quantum numbers we can
write
QQQ (n,n') = 1(Mz)1(^tZk 1)1 2 [A(nn) ln(k^ /Z 2) + B(n, n')J 7rao,	 (23)
where
nao nful
AN n') = n" 2 	 A(nl, n'l'),	 24(	 )
Ig o	 I'M0
n-1 nt-1
B(n, n') = n-2
	
	
B(nl, n' l'),	 (26)
1_0 P=0
If we express the incit:^ut energy in the threshold units, corresponding to
(23) we can write
Qe,U (n, n') = C (M z) / (µZ kT)7 2 [ Ar(n, n') 1 n (kr /Z2)
+ BT(n, n')] 7r ao ,	 (26)
where AT and BT are related to A and B by
AT (n, n') : (I /n2 - 1 /n' 2)-1 A(n, n'),	 (27)
BT(n, n') = (1 /n2
 - 1 /n' 2)-1 [ B(n, n') + l n (1 /n2 - 1 /n' 2) A(n, n') ]	 (28)
The same relationship between A and AT, and B and B7, hold when Equations (12)





II, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For inelastic collisions between charged particles and atoms the criterion
for validity of the Born approximation, at least for low lying levels of the atoni,
x	
d
Is that v: vo >> 1, with v the velocity of the charged particle and v0 the orbital
velocity of the atomic electrun. 7 The Bethe approximation consists in approxi-
mating (2) by (11), and is therk;.lore valid when (§111k) AE/k1 <_:1. Consequently
when the incident particle is an electron, the validity criterion is the same for
both approximations. From practical point of view this is useful, since agree-
ment between QQ and Qgu can be taken as a measure of the validity of the Born
approximation. From the graphs and the tables that are presented below it can
be seen that in all cases the two approximations become the same at about 20
threshold units of energy.
In the case of inelastic collision between charged particles and hydrogen-
like ions one can represent the incident particle by a plane wave instead of the
Cdoulomb wave function. From the properties of the Coulomb wave function one
can see that this representation is valid at large distances from the ionic center
and for k i >> Z/a0 , with Z the ionic charge, The plane wave representation of
an incident particle for scattering from nm_ral. 	 is also valid at large
distances from the atomic center. The conditions k i
 >> Z/ao is the same as the
condition for validity of the Born and the Bethe approximations for low lying
levels of the atom. It then becomes plausible that when Born-Bethe approxima-
tion becomes valid for scattering from the neutral atoms, the plane wave approx-
imation becomes also valid for ionic scattering. This conclusion will be supported
by the experiment which will be discussed below. Below a comparison of our
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In rig, 1 the experimental results of Hils, Kleinpoppen and Koschmieder,8
and Dance, Harrison and Smith 9 for 1s-2s transition in H and He+
 are shown.
Shown is also QBB (1s,2s). The experimental results on He+ approach faster to
their asymptote than those on H. It can be argued that in He + ease the orbital
electron is bounded more firmly to its nucleus compared to the hydrogen case
with the result that the electronic orbit in He +
 is less perturbed by the incident
electron, and the Born approximation is better satisfied. A striking feature of
Pig. 1 is that the two sets of the experimental results with the particular scaling
shown display similar behavior.
The measurements of Lichten et a.1,10 and Stebbing et al l l on 1s-2s transi-
tion in H precedes those of Hil^a eta al,, but they will not be reported here.
In Fig. 2 the experimental results of Fite and Brackmann 12 for 1s-2p transi-
tion in H is shown and compared to QBB (1s,2p).
In Pig. 3 QB and QBB are compared for transitions from n=5 to n' = 9,
and from n = 7 to n' = 8. It is clear that above 20 threshold units the two
approximations give the same Tesults.
Transitions for n = 1 to n' - 2 -15 are tabulated in Table I. Transitions for
n = 2 to n' = 3 - 12 are tabulated in Table II. Transitions for n = 3 to n' = 4 -11 and
n = 4 to n' = 5 10 are tabulated in Table III. Transitions for n = 5 to n' 6 - 9,
n = 6 to n' = 7, 8, and n = 7 to n' = 8 are tabulated in Table IV. In all the tables
the incident energies are in threshold units. Contribution to the Born calculation
for the transitions discussed here has been made by many workers whose names
are listed at the heading of each table. In addition, in a previous paper by the
10
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Dauthor 13 cross sections for the transitions n = 3 to no = 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 ; n = 4 to
n° = 5 , 6 ; « n = 5 to no = 6 are given, without giving the corresponding
cross sections between the azimuthal quantum numbers. Similarly, Vainshteim14
has tabulated cross sections for the s to s , s to p, and s to d transitions
belonging to all the principal quantum numbers between and including n = 1 to
no = 9.
Because of space limitation it is not practical to give here the cross sec-
tional values for transitions between all the azimuthal quantum numbers belong
ing to the principal quantum numbers listed in Tables I-IV. In addition, some of
these transitions have been given by previous workers. Instead, with regard to the
more important transitions, we tabulate here transitions between the azimuthal
quantum numbers for n =.3 to no = 6, n = 5 to no = 6, n = 6 to no = 7, and n = 7
to no = 8. These are given in Tables V through VIII. In these tables for each
particular transition the Bethe formula, Eq. (12), can be constructed by using
two values for QB ( n1 , n o 1') for two of the energy parameters given and
values for QB (nl , n o 1') for other incident energies can be obtained with
moderate accuracy.
The results presented here in Tables I through VIII are in agreement with
those of other workers except for the transitions 6s 7p, 6s 8p, 7s 8p,
6s - 7d, 6s 8d, and 7s 8d, where the present results are in marked disagree
ment with those of Vainshtein. As an example, for 7s to 8d transition and kT = 5,
the value for the cross section given here is 1.37 x 104 7T ap (Cf. Table VIII),
11
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whale that of Vainshtein as 5.78 x 142 7r a2 . In support of the results presented
here it can be said that all the values have been obtained by a single general
formula, and the chances of a systematic error is small. Furthermore, the
consistency of the Born results with Bethe formula at sufficiently high energy
for transitions between the principal quantum numbers has been verified.
It should be emphasized that Born cross sections given in Table I through
VIII are for the particular case of an electron incident on an hydrogen atom.
They are not valid for heavy charged particles, or nuclear charges different
from 1. However, the Bethe formula whose coefficients for a number of tran-
sitions between the principal quantum numbers are given in Table IX is applicable
to heavy charged particles and different nuclear charges. Nevertheless, the
condition ( M/µ) (6E/E) << 1 implies that the Bethe approximation becomes
valid at much higher energies for the heavy charged particles in contrast to the
electron case. It should be emphasized that neither in an exact solution nor in
the Born approximation a simple dependence on the Z for the cross section can
not be found. It is only in the Born-Bethe approximation that a simple Z depend-
ence through (12), (21), and (22) is given.
In Table IX the coefficients n' 3 ,A n, n') and n° 3 B(n , n') are tabulated
when n ranges from 1 to 9, and n' as indicated. Theoretically these coefficients
te,, d to a constant as n' becomes large. This can be seen by noticing that the
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The largest contribution to the total cross section between n and n' is from
those 1 and P that their orbits have the largest overlap. As n' increases,
the azimuthal quantum numbers that are much less than n' become more im-
portant and (29) indicates that the total cross section decreases as 1 / n' 3.
Study of Table IX indicates that as nand n' become large, the B coefficient
becomes substantially larger than A. This implies that the non-optically
allowed transitions become more important at high n and n' .
Concerning the numerical integration required in the Born approximation,
it should be pointed out that this integration becomes more difficult for 'Uran-
sitions in which 11- 1' I = 1, where the existence of the 1 /,r2 scattering
potential makes the integrand in (1) behave as 1 / q for small values of q .
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1. A comparison of the Born-Befhe approximation for the 1s-2s excitation
with the experimental results. The data of Hils et al. are for H, and
those of Dance et al, are for He
Fig. 2. A comparison of the Born-Bethe approximation for the 1s-2p excitation
with the experimental results of Fite and Brackmann for H excitation.
Fig. 3, A comparison of the Born-Bethe, and Born, approximations for n= 5
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